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Boyd Charges WFMY-TV
With Distortion Of Facts
By Michael Fairley & Thomas

Harris
A&T Budget Officer
Thomas Boyd said that a
WFMY (Channel 2) news
report completely distorted the
facts surrounding his
involvement in a Washington
area hotel dispute.
The report alleged that
Boyd and five
A&T
students were charged with
breaking and entering at a Best
Western Hotel.
But
representatives from the D. C.
Superior Court stated that
Boyd was charged with illegal
entry and that all charges
against him were dropped.
Boyd said he was en route to
Greensboro from New York
City and stopped at the hotel
at 1:45 a.m. last Monday.
After he was given keys to
several rooms that were either
locked or occupied, Boyd said
he was finally given one that
was vacant. But, after he had
gone to sleep, Boyd charged
that he was awakened by
police who wanted to know if
he was registered forthat room
After presenting a voided
registration receipt, Boyd
explained that the room had
been assigned to him at a
reduced rate because one bed
was ruffled. Boyd also told
the officers that the matter
could be resolved by talking to
the manager but he was
prohibited from going
downstairs. When the officers
proceeded to search through
his belongings, Boyd reminded

them that they did not have a
search warrant. Following the
search, he was placed under
arrest

Upon leaving the hotel,
Boyd mentioned that the
policemen stopped at Roorr

225, which was latched when
he tried to enter it earlier with
a key given to him by the desk
clerk.
Five students from
Elizabeth City State University
were in the room and the
police, assuming e had come
participate
in Black College L y '80 also,
tried to associate Boyd with
the students
According to Boyd,
information concerning his
to Washington t

arrest was revealed once police
authorities called A&T to
verify his employment.

All charges against Boyd
surrounding the incident were
dismissed.
The attorney
general explained that no
crime was committed and the
police had used improper

re-renovation. (Photo by

Ke
Tyson)

Dr. Welborne Speaks In Barbee
to
According
Dr.
By Trudy Johnson
"I enjoy teaching chemistry Welborne, all Black leaders
more than having to make a were originally preachers and

lot of decisions...and this
week's decisions about the
arresting procedures.
chancellor
will have some
"These are some of the
on
impact
lives," said Dr.
our
things that have to be cleared
Sullivan
Welborne,
dean of
up," stated Boyd.'T have been
student
services
and
chemistry
advised by legal counsel to
faculty member.
take whatever action necessary
Dr. Welborne spoke to the
to solve this matter. And the
residents
of Barbee Hall last
matter is Best Western Hotel
about
night
"Decision
and the Metropolitan Police
Department."
"I am dealing with this

publicity that is trying to
discredit my ability which I
have no problem in dealing
with," Boyd declared.

Making."

Speaking of Dr. Dowdy, he
said, "It is important to read
what is not said. Some people
see all Black leaders as too
emotional, not adequately
trained."

teachers
He noted that the A&T
students should question the
credentials of the local media
coverage
of Dowdy's
chancellorship. "The positive
things that Dr. Dowdy did the
university
have
been
overlooked such as A&T's $3
million budget being raised to
$20 million during his
chancellorship," said Dr.
Welborne. He added, "The
Alston and Pitt case was
played down as compared to
the Greensboro Daily News'
lead coverage of Dr. Dowdy

Hodge, Pureed Get Business Awards
She was a member of the
By Dr. Shirley Hatcher
Two Business Education
and Administrative Services
majors -Tia Terry Hodge and
Mrs. Dola Purcell -were
recently awarded scholarships
Hodge, a native of
Greensboro, was awarded a
scholarship by McDonalds for
her outstanding

Natio al

Honor

Society,

scholarship

involvement in
community services. Tia, the
daughter of Dr. and Mrs.
Johhny B. Hodge, Jr., is a
1980 graduate of Dudley High
School, where she took a
Spanish honors course and
advance placement English.
and

Tia Hodge

Mrs. Dola Purcell

with the pictures shown being
that of him rather than those
of Alston and Pitt."
This is in reference to the
pages one and two coverage of
Dr. Dowdy publicity in the
Thursday, October 2, edition
of the Greensboro Daily

-

■News.

Other tips Dr. Welborne
highlighted in his speech
included: knowing the
difference between authority
and power; being able to
determine which leadership
qualities are most important;
being able to make decisions
for yourself; and knowing the
difference between asking for
counseling and avoid decisionmaking

Aiso was noted that divorce
rates are up 50 percent and
annulment rates are up 27
percent in Greensboro from
Spanish Club, Dudley's last year. To add to this with
modern dance company and Blacks' committing suicide, the
copy editor of the yearbook.
rate is up 72 percent.
Hodge was president of the
Government
A final note on decisionStudent
Association at Dudley and making was that "you always
served on the student school listen to what people don't say
board action group, student - which is usually the most
affairs board, and senior important part of a decision
steering committee. She was made."
is actively
Dr. Wei
elected DAR "Good Citizen"
by her peers, was named involved with students
portraying
Youth of the Month for July constantly
by the City of Greensboro and decision-making tasks. He has
the (Greensboro Record and been the faculty advisor to the
Government
received the Leadership Student
Award from Dudley. She is Association for a number
ears
(See Hodges', Page 5)
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NBN Assists
Parents,Children
A highly informative new new feature NBN is brought to
educational program, "Two its listeners across the country.
In early May, the network
Minutes for Your Child and
You," designed to assist introduced a program titled
parents to establish and "NBN's Stage Door,"
maintain an ongoing and spotlighting interviews with
productive
learning some of the most prominent
their stars in the entertainment
environment
for
That program is
children, is the newest feature world.
being broadcast over the hosted by veteran broadcaster
National Black Network Edward Castleberry.
The National Black
(NBN).
The program, according to Network (NBN), which
Eugene D. Jackson, NBN marked its seventh anniversary
president, utilizes information in July, is the first lineand concepts developed by the connected, nationwide,
New Approach Method Blackowned and controlled
(NAM), and educational radio network in U.S. history.
organization based in
Trenton, N.J. He said that the
program provides parents with
meaningful suggestions and
even games they can play with
their children, using everyday
household articles, to improve

A future Aggie sharpening his skills. (Photo by Tyson)

Homecoming Activities Week-Long

reading ability
The program is developed
around the NAM Early
Reading Program, which was
conceived by Gregory Simms,
a prominent educator.
Simms, whose program is

designed to teach children as
young as three or four years

old to read, is the host for the
daily NBN feature. "Even by
simply playing games with
their children, parents can give
their children a better
understanding of the five
senses and how to use their
imagination," Jackson said.
The crucial importance of
knowing when a child is ready
to read and how parents can
help the youngsters to be good
readers "takes on enormous
significance in liftht of the
alarming school dropout
rate," Jackson said.
He said that "virtually every
day we read that students, in
high school and even youths in
college, are poor readers who
as a result do not have the
ability to grasp and master
course material.
"The ability to read is the
foundation for educational
and, in later years, for
vocational success. NBN in
reaching out to millions of
people ~ hopes that through
this new and exciting program,
the network will make a
substantial contribution both
to parents and their children in
laying the groundwork for
educational progress,"
Jackson said.
"Two Minutes for Your
Child and You" is the second

-

-

8 p.m in Harrison.
Other alumni events will p.m. in the Village Green
be
Friday's
activity
will
a
their
include an Aggie Disco on
For
ma
12
dance
from
pre-dawn
entertainment,
the stud<
Friday at 10 p.m. in the Hilton,
the alumni breadfast on midnight until 5 a.m., will sponsor a post-game st
activities at A&T State Saturday at 9 a.m. in the followed by breakfast in the in Corbett Sports Cen
University, October 12-19.
featuring national entertair
Hilton, the Aggie buffet on F.A. Williams dining center.
Centered around the theme Saturday at 4 p.m. on the
The students have a fashion .Fatback, Tom Browne,
of "Something Out of the campus, and the annual
show and drama by Studio IV S.O.S. Band and Jeane Car
Blue... and Gold: A Place alumni ball on Saturday at 9
Ltd. scheduled for Monday at
With Challenge," the weeklong observance will be
marked by a taxing round of
students, alumni and public.
Dr. Sullivan Welbourne,
general chairman of the
celebration, said the student
activities will be initiated on
Sunday Oct. 12, at 7:30 p.m.
when the Fellowship Gospel
Choir will present a concert in
the Richard B. Harrison
Auditorium.
of
the
Highlights
There's someoneyou should meet on your campus
homecoming observance, of
Why? Because you just might be offered a job. And not
course, will be the football
just any job-a good job. With a corporation that has
game featuring the Aggies
become a model for the rest of the country, the rest of
against Delaware State
the world.
College, on Saturday Oct. 18,
The corporation is the Tennessee Valley Authority,
at 1:30 p.m. in the Greensboro
a public corporation serving over four million people in
Memorial Stadium and the
seven states. TVA is involved in everything from
annual coronation of "Miss
on
University"
pioneering new energy power technologies, to the
A&T State
p.m.
in
Thursday Oct. 17, at 8
design and construction of power plants,
the Corbett Sports Center.
environmental protection, industrial hygiene, radiation
Greta Shaw of Fayetteville is
monitoring, agricultural development and flood control.
the reigning queen.
TVA is committed to equal opportunity
More than 20,000 persons
are expecteeu to participate in
the annual Homecoming

Go from classes
to Tennessee
and change the world

-

Addressers wanted immediately! Wcrk at home no experience
necessary excellent pay.
Write: National Service
9041 Mansfield
Suite 2004
Shreveport, Louisiana 71118

-

employment and we're looking for engineers and
people in computer science and other technical fields.
So make your future better. Visit your College
Placement Office for a listing of our many disciplines.
Then talk to the TVA recruiter. Our on-campus visit will
be October 9-10 (Th-F).
For more information or if you miss our recruiter,
contact your placement office or write Mr. Ron Brock.
Tennessee Valley Authority. Employment Branch
CR0854, Room 313, Knoxville, Tenn. 37902

The Homecoming parade
through east Greensboro will
get underway on Saturday,
Oct. 18, at 10 a.m.
The alumni activities will be
highlighted by the induction of
10 former A&T stars into the
Sports Hall of Fame at a
banquet on Friday, Oct. 17, at
7 p.m. in the Hilton Inn.

good ideas
lead to power.

jp
TVA

may

consider for appointment only US

PUB L94-363 and Sect n

others eligible for payments under Section

750 PUB 194-419.

602
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Journal Entry
By Tony Moore

Many have said that Dionne Warwick exemplifies
good songs sung well
Vocal styling and a stage presence uniquely her
own have defined classic popular songs such as

"Walk On By", "What The World Needs Now", and "I
Know I'll Never Love This Way Again".

AN EVENING WITH DIONNE WARWICK:
A
SOUNDSTAGE SPECIAL, will air October 15, at 8
p.m. on Center Public Television. The special will
be an hour-long program of music and conversation.

and seventies, Warwick served as
the mouthpiece for Hal David and Burt Bacharach
In the sixties

compositions such as, "What The World Needs
Now", "Do You Know The Way to San Jose?", and

"Alfie". A number of gold records and Grammy
awards attest to her talents.
after a long absence from the
recording studio and the record charts, and after a
Last

year,

few personal upheavals, Worwick returned
triumphantly with a new look, a new album and a

hit

song, "I Know I'll Never Love This Way Again",

produced by Barry Manilow.

She topped her

comeback by winning two Grammy awards: Bes1
Pop Female Vocal Performance for "I Know", anc
R&B (rhythm and blues) Female Vocal
Performance for "Deja Vu".
Best

AN EVENING WITH DIONNE WARWICK was taped
from a concert at Chicago's Park West Theatre.
Past favorites and fresh new stylings of songs by
Bacharach and David and other composers make

Warwick's special memorable
The special also includes a taped interview with
the performer, in which she discusses her music and
her life as a top recording star for more than 17
years
EVENING gives viewers a chance to get to know
Warwick not only as a performer, but also as an

individual.

Just as announcements have proclaimed, the
Fatback Band, the SOS Band, Jean Cam and Tom
Brown will highlight the one night of Homecoming
entertainment on Saturday, October 18, at 8 p.m.
Fatback has recently enjoyed success with its
"Backstrokin' " and "Money", both taken from the
"Hotbox" album.
SOS's successful album, "SOS", yielded two
successful singles, "Take Your Time" and "SOS"
One may expect to hear Jean Cam perform her
"When I Find You Love", and also hear Tom Brown's

"Forever More" and "Funkin' For Jamaica" from the
album "Love Approach".
Tickets may be purchased from the A&T Student
Union Information Office, Red Hanger on E. Market
St., Peaches Records and Tapes on Highpoint Rd.
and Reznick's in Winston-Salem.
Advance ticket prices are $4 for A&T students
with ID, $5 for other students , $6 general
admission and $7 the day of the show.

AN EVENING WITH DIONNE WARWICK: A SOUNDSTAGE SPECIAL will air
October 15, at 8 p.m., on Center Public Television.
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Alpha Phi Omega Crowns Queen
designed by Calvin Klein with
Richard B. Steele
a
Josephine-Red rose blouse.
Therall J. Thompson, a
outfit,accommodated with
This
sophomore transfer student
a
black
velvet jacket, took the
from Mt. Clemens. was
show
The
sleek combination
crowned Miss Alpha Phi
was
off with a red
topped
Omega during the Miss Alpha
Texas
cowboy
hat from LordPhi Omega Blue and Gold
n-Taylors
and
shoes by
Pageant, by 1979-80 queen,
l'alizzios
Vickii Brown. The pageant
was held Thursday, October 1,
Readv for a swim? The five
in the Student Union Ballroom
ontestants thrilled th<
at 7:45 p.m
audience with sexy low backs
The contestants were judged
criss-cross straps, high hip 1
in the categories of voice
cuts and
w zir
By

The evening was not complete
without the sleek black gown
with contrasting white, slim
right

circular in motion.
Laverne Whitley, a speech

shoulder,

pathology

major

from

Nashville. N.C, received the
title of Miss Blue. Vivian
Annette Wilson, a clothing
fashion
from
vas crowned
Third and fourth

and
merchandisir

Red

Sr.

Mis

major

wer

tyk

ia and

hgu

In the casual competition, the
highlight was a dashing black

and

the

down

straps

red

outfit:

baggies

_

Tintm

ith very high necklin
in the back and low in front

Jackson Crowned
As Miss

I
L#€MTU
|">

By Carla Fleming

Pauline Jackson was
crowned Ms. Delta Sigma
Theta on Saturday, October 4,
in the Student Union
Ballroom. Her court included:
Ms. Alpha Mu-Allison Clark,
Ms. Crimson-Jackie Pender,
and Ms. Cream-Mildred
Avery. The coronation began
at approximatley 7:30 p.m.
Ann Pearsall, president of
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,
explained how Ms. DST is
chosen. She stated that the
sorors choose a soror who they
feel deserves to represent the
sorority. Ms. DST selects her
own court

Hughes'
Mulatto
Educational
By Arthela Thompson

It is educational and says
something that needs to be

Saturday
+9%* iwim

I neiO
OltjITlU Tkaffl
CSm mn

The theme for this year is
"Delta's Impact On The
80's." The sorority has been
heavily involved in helping
people. They have contributed

their services to helping more
high school students pass the
competency test, helping a
needy family, babysitting and
reading to the elderly. "These
are things that money can't
buy and we believe in helping
people," said Pearsall.
This gala festivity was
something to be proud of. The
atmosphere was pleasant and
the decorations,'se't up as
that of a wedding, made the
evening much more enjoyable.
"The Grove Master" provided
the entertainment.
Pauline Jackson, Ms Delta
Sigma Theta, 1980-81,stated in
her acceptance speech that
"all you need is a whole lot of
love and a little bit of respect,
and you have sisterhood,

said. What is it? It is the which is what DST is all
Richard B. Harrison Players' about." When asked how she
production of Langston felt at that particular moment,
mW^
T feel
Hughes' "Mulatto."
In the production two
talented actors are billed as
Robert Lewis, youngest son of
Cora Lewis, the maid, and
Colonel Norwood, the master.
One actor playing the role
of Lewis is Anthony Johnson,
a senior from Boselle, N.J.
majoring in the area of speech
and Theater/Arts. Johnson
feels he can relate to his
character. He feels the play
shows an example of a
situation that could have
happened and needs to be
said. Johnson feels that this
also is a part of Black heritage.
M*. DST-Pauline Jackson

Gamma Sigma Sigma
Sorority, Inc.; Craig Bryant
Willie I.
Force ROTC
uc,or and
1969 68
11
president of the fraternity;
brother;

Captain

Boykin,

Air

"

Henri Jordan, brother;
Pamela McCorkle, president
of the student government
association; Mrs. Brenda Ray,
financial aid official; and
Richard Steele, editor of The
Register.

Entertainment was provided

Charles McCallum escorts Miss Alpha Phi Omega, Thera
held last Thursday.

Thompson, during the pageant

by Kevin Smith accompanied who acted as crown bearer was
by Tim Bradley on piano; Terrence Shepard.
Johnny C. Smith and Robert
James Archer, co-ordinator
F. Parker furnished the music, for the pageant, expresses
better known as Master J and thanks to everyone who helped

Witch Doctor. The little man make this pageant a success.

BUILD YOUR CAREER TODAY,
MAKING ENERGY FOR TOMORROW.
At Georgia Power Company, we're providing electricity
every day for the growing needs of our customers.
Survival and progress in life's endeavors depend on reliable,
efficient energy. Our need for growth can expand your own

professional opportunities.

We're constantly looking for ways to improve the use of
energy—creating solar heating and cooling systems, electronic
load-management devices, innovative time-of-day rate
structures, electric commuter cars. It's a necessary and vital
struggle.

The serious problems of energy supply and efficient energy
use demand the best minds we can muster. Right now, and for
future problem-solving, we're looking for graduates who have
interest or experience in these areas:

•• Accounting
Data Processing
• Finance
Engineering
• Electrical
Generation
• Power
Civil and Mechanical Engineering
• Transmission
and Distribution
• System Operations
and Communication
•• GeneratingPlant Construction
• Nuclear Engineering
Our representatives would like
to discuss a possible future for y
with Georgia Power Company.
We will be on your campus

October 15,1980.
Please register at your piaceme
to arrange an interview

Personnel Department
Bmployment Section
P.O. Box 4545
Atlanta, Ga. 30302

Georgia Power
thesouthernelectric system
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Hodge's Education Begins,
Already Actively Involved
Continue from page 1
also a member of St.
Matthews United Methodist
Church, where she served as
president of the senior high
group

Department

Mrs. Dola Purcell, a native
of Albermarle, was awarded
an academic scholarship by
Mrs Angeline Smith Mrs
Purcell is a mother of four and

Although Hodge has just wife of the Reverend V.D.
begun her college education,
pastor of the Mt. Zion
she is already actively involved Purcell,
in the public relations section United Church of God
Mrs. Purcell is majoring ir
of the Student Government
education an d plan;
business
Association. Her hobbies
subjects or
to
business
teach
include playing the piano and
flute, crocheting, needlepoint, the high school level. She is ar
rollerskating, ice skating and active member of
Pi Omeg<
reading. Hodge's professional
Pi, president of the National Backstage before her performance Sunday night, the First Lady of Gospel, Evangelist
goal is to become an executive Collegiate Association for
in
a major Secretaries, and a former Shirley Caesar smiles for a photo. (Photo by Tyson)
secretary
corporation that offers growth member of the University
potential on both a personal Choir. Her hobbies include
Alumni Association and the
department is a part of the fields, contact Dr. N
and business level.
and
Business
Education
and
School of Business and Gibbs, Room 308, M
Hodge lives on campus; and sewing, playing the piano
Economics,
and
Administrative
Services
which was Hall--or call 379-7657.
singing,
when asked what she thinks of organ,
A&T, she smiled thoughtfully participating in church
Basic Education program
accredited by the American |
and replied, "A&T is a lot activities
prepare students to meet state
Assembly of Collegiate School
teaching
different from Dudley in many
certification
The Department of Business
of Business, and offers a
The
ways, but I plan to enjoy every Education and Administrative
requirements
number
limited
minute of adjusting to college Services offers three degree
Administrative Services
scholarships to qualified
life." Other scholarships
The
program prepares students for
students. If you are interested
programs
Hodge received included
careers in administrative or
in preparing for a position in
assistance from the Zeta Phi Comprehensive Business
career |
one of these
Education program and the office management. The
Beta Sorority, the Dudley

|
|
of|
|
|

Aggie

|

Johnson
RKO
Intern
(Continued From Page 4)
Always interested in drama
and surrounding fields,

Johnson presently works at
WNAA. Along with his many
talents and accomplishments

he received the RKO Radio
Internship for 1980. Johnson
plans to be an announcer for
radio

in

New

York

and,

eventually, hopes to get into

programming for radio.
with
billing
Johnson is Angelo Haygood.

"Vm doubling
my chances
for success?
Adding Army ROTC to your college
education can double your chances too.
Regardless of your chosen major,
Army ROTC training magnifies your
total learning experience.
Training that helps you develop into
a leader, as well as a manager of money
and materials. It develops your selfconfidence and decision-making abilities.
And gives you the skills and knowledge
you can use anywhere. In college. In the
military. And in civilian life.
Army ROTC provides scholarship
opportunities and financial assistance
too. But, most importantly, Army ROTC
lets you graduate with both a college
degree and a commission in today's
Army, including the Army Reserve and
National Guard.
So come out ahead by enrolling in
Army ROTC. For more information

,.v

Sharing

Haygood does not like the
He sees
character Lewis.
Lewis as arrogant and proud
and is unable to relate to it (the
part).

Haygood, a newcomer to
the theater, enjoys working
with people and being in the
theater. His first production
was "No Strings" in which he
modeled and danced.

iiiiPlii

Haygood has more interests
than the theater. He is an
engineering math major from
New York, and a

_

.

Osstning

member of AFROTC. He is a
recipient of a 3 Vi year pilot
Force
Air
navigator
scholarship. Haygood intends

dSJL

_

contact:

—

ARMY ROTC
DOUBLES YOUR CHANCES FOR SUCCESS.
.
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Think About It...

I

Leading editorials are written by the editor of The A&l
Register. Such editorials will not necessarily carry a byline and
will not necessarily reflect the opinion of the University or the
entire staff. Staff members are free to write dissenting opinions.
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North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University.
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Thomas Harris
Michael Fairley
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William J. Love
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Kelvin Kearney, James Lewis, George Little, Andrew
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Evanston,

MEWS is

TUB SAME.

As the local media prepare and plan future editions
with stories involving local colleges, know that the
news reported from campus to campus affects the city
as well. With totals of thousands of stud, its in each
university many of Greensboro's better places of
business are "reaping the fruits" of our patronage.
With all of the adverse publicity received from local
media, A&T has its back against the wall. Like a
cornered lion, it is ready to strike back.
Do the local media dare search the nooks and
crannies of our "sister" school? No. Perhaps an
article, buried in the body of the paper on occasion.
Suppose, in a hypothetical situation, all of the
universities bound together and boycotted certain
establishments. I would imagine that the local media
would run a series until the establishment went out of
business, which in turn would prompt others to join
the cause or organize another boycott by virtue of
press coverage. It is very possible.
It was not enough to be attacked from local
newspapersr but the local television as well? I
challenge the media to seek out the good at the local
universities with only half the enthusiasm of looking
for scandals. Also to print the facts as they exist
and not drag up from the mire some issue or person
that "might" be vaguely involved with an irrelevant
aspect of a story.
Sure, "good" news sells papers, but someone has
to buy them. Look around you; the 85 percent you
are degrading patronize your business. Think about
it!

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
News Editor
Associate News Editor
Business/Ad Manager
Sports Editor
Production Manager
Head Typist
Art Editor
Entertainment Editor
Chief Photographer
Circulation Manager
Distribution Manager.
Advisor
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Feelin' Layed Back?
By Michael Fairley
"Layed back" is a term generally stu dents who can compete with those
associated with slow, inactive music. from more prestigious institutions. In
But the term is gaining new popularity view of t hese facts, proponents of this
and seems to reflect the attitude of a un jus t system would like nothing better
large segment of the student body. tnan to rid themselves of anything
Having quenched our thirsts with (including A&T) that makes their
nectar from the civil rights movement act i0 ns look questionable in the public
of the '60's, many of us think the eye
problems our forefathers faced will Every A&T student has a job to do:to
never return to haunt us. Nothing expand his or her mind, to learn all that
could be further from the truth.
he or she can> and to help his or her
The disproportionate funding fellows who may encounter difficulties
received by predominately Black a i ong the educational journey. The
institutions is a perfect example of an struggle for equality is never-ending,
action designed to hamper our We must take fun advantage of this
progress. A&T and other historically learning experience so that we can carry
Black institutions in the state and the A&T excellence with us throughout the
country are unique because they have world. If we continue to approach
survived and surmounted obstacles education and other issues that affect
placed before them by advocatersof the us with a passive attitude, our enemies
status quo.
These schools have won > t have to defeat us we will defeat
produced and continue to produce ourselves.

-

Nixon: Wrong Source!
By Trudy Johnson

Again Richard Nixon makes his not too happy with the publicity of AH
media! Besides The Presidents' Men, a bestseller and
book on the movie authored by Bernstein and
having
a bestseller
New York Times' Top Ten (The Real Woodward.
War) for several weeks, he agreed to an
Inside of former President Nixon
indepth interview with Parade being interviewed, Michaels should
magazine, the supplement to major have talked to the 1980 presidential
Sunday newspapers.
hopefuls
President Carter, Ronald
In his interview "America Has Reagan and John Anderson.
Slipped To
Number Two" by Because of the dishonesty portrayed
Marguerite Michaels, he gives views on when he was the President, Nixon
the United States' chances of losing its caused the American public to be
military status if World War III extremely cautious of every move the
erupts.
following presidents have made.
the
Just because Nixon was once
How can Nixon be an authority on
incumbent for almost two Presidential foreign policies when he could not even
terms does not make him an authority handle domestic policies as the
on world peace because he was the President? He might have been the ideal
identified source of the corrupted source for an interview for the previous
"Watergate" case
edition of the Parade but he is not
necessarily the best source for the
Although he has his say now, he was Americans to listen tQ

appearance in the print

-

,
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Nat'l Black United Front
Boycott Church's Chicken
By Tony Moore
"Would you buy from
Church's Fried Chicken if you
knew that it buys chickens
from Sanderson Farms—a
poultry plant in Laurel,
Mississippi, that allegedly
forces Black women to work
under slave plantation style

The workers were forced to
cut up five chickens a minute
using rusty knives, sometimes
bleeding onto the chickens
when cut by one of these
knives. But, the worker had to
continue because no one was
allowed to leave the line
Employees who worked in
conditions?"
the section removing nonThis is the first of many edible parts sometimes became
reasons for the boycott of the covered with gore which
Asheboro Street Church's caused skin rashes.
Fried Chicken in Greensboro.
The Sanderson workers
The boycott was initiated by strike is only one issue being
the organizing committee of looked into by the NBUF.
the National Black United Presently, it is building active
Front; the committee is support for the Hilton workers
working to build a local strike, at 830 West Market
Street in Greensboro.
chapter in Greensboro.
of
Ed Whitfield, a native
"This is the first strike of
now
hotel
Little Rock, Arkansas,
and motel workers in the
h'rstory
living in Greensboro, who
of North Carolina and
works at Lorillard as a the first time they have
machinist and writes part- successfully organized and
time for the Carolina have union representation,"
Peacemaker, is a member of said Whitfield.
"This is a serious and
the committee. "We're a
militant Black organization important issue. Black
that can address the needs of workers suffer verbal abuse
Blacks in the United States and receive the lowest paying
and the world," said jobs. This year under new
management, holiday and sick
Whitfield.
The boycott of Church's leaves were taken away. They
Fried Chicken is in active cannot eat in thedininr room,
support of the workers' strike but there are no facilities Tor
them, resulting in their having
in Laurel, Miss.
"Two
hundred to eat on the floor," said
predominately Black women Whitfield.
"A housekeeper cleans
workers have been on strike
for more than a year and a twenty rooms in an eight-hour
half because of repressive period. She receives $24.80 but
conditions," makes available $800 in
working
revenue for the Hilton Inn,"
explained Whitfield.
Before the strike, pay levels added Whitfield.
at Sanderson Farms were at
There are many issues that
poverty level and starting claim NBUF's attention.
"We're basically concerned
wages barely above minimum
wage. Hours were irregular, with anything that concerns
and workers rarely knew how Black people," said Whitfield.
long they would have to stay.
The NBUF is comprised of
Sometimes there was not a full
concerned and interested
day's work, and other days
citizens. Anyone wishing to
there was overtime. If a
know more about the NBUF
worker refused to stay, she was
may contact: Ed Whitfield,
counted absent for the whole
709
Park
Avenue,
day; three absences in 60 days
Greensboro, 27405, or they
brought dismissal.
may call at 274-5897.
In addition to the low pay
coupled with irregular hours,
The NBUF is not to be
workers said they were not mistaken for a legal aid;
treated with respect
"We're more of 'struggle
They were allowed no lunch aid'," Whitfield said.
period, just two ten minute
He immediately dismissed
breaks. They were allowed to
the
suggestion that the NBUF
go to the bathroom three times
NAACP;
was
another
a week during non-break times
"They'll
take
an
to the
issue
only. The worker had to
courts;
we'll
to
the
take
it
explain to a foreman why she
streets."
wanted to go.

f[

}

M-Th 7-TO pm
Friday 7-2 am
Sat. 8-12 midnight
Beside A&T

tennis Courts

MALLS BARBEQUE
& CAFETERIA
1905 East Market St.
Greensboro, N.C. 271
275-8975.373-9997
10% DIlcounf To
A||

,

Stud0nt

We Deliver

will be beaten

into plowshares...
Will this ever occur? War persists like some cancerous extension of the violence
that appears to be part of us all from birth. Yet the path of non-violence is a realizable goal. Individual women and men haveachieved it. Perhaps one day nations
will. You and I can help show the way. Get together with your family, friends,
neighbors, or co-workers to discuss the problems of violence and how you cap
work together to help solve them. For a helpful discussion guide and further information write: Religion In American Life, 475 Fifth Ave., New York, NY. 10017.
Play an active role in your community and help show the way.

The community of God. Make it your way.
APuUte

Ser,.ce d TYa SJewspapet

» T>»»Advertising Couno

RIAL

RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE
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Lynch Receives Scholarship
By Trudy Johnson
Nancy Lynch
a senior

Honor Society, a member 0f

the science, mathematics and

nursing major at A&T State
University, is the recipient of a

French clubs.

scholarship award
presented by Mrs. Angeline

$400

The general Aggi^public is invited to witness the Coronation of Miss Alpha Phi Alpha on October 9th at
7:30 p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.

A meeting of all Electrical Engineering students
will be held on Thursday, October 9, in Room 203
Cherry Hall at 6:00 p.m. The meeting will address
future activities and programs of the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE).
The Sophomore Class will have a class meeting on
Thursday, Oct. 9, 1980, at 7:30 p.m. in Gibbs Hall
Room 123. Also it asked that all wash rags to be used
in Saturday's Car Wash are to be brought to this
meeting

The Sophomore Class is sponsoring a car wash
Saturday, Oct. 11,1980, at Montgomery-Ward auto
center from 10 a.m. 4 p.m. Cars $2 / Vans $3.
The Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society will meet
on Thursday, October 9, at 6:30 p.m. in Room 118
Gibbs Hall. Dues are now being collected at $2.50 per
semester
Anyone interested in joining the A&T Press Club is
invited to attend an organizational meeting Wed.,
Oct. 8, in Room 327 at 7 p.m. Crosby Hall. The
meeting is open to students interested in print
journalism and broadcast journalism.
Tonight is Greek night at the Paul Robeson Little
Songs of all the Greek letters and
Theatre.
organizations will be featured before the beginning of
the play. All Greeks are invited to attend.
The Mu Psi Chapter of Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
Inc. would like to invite all Aggies to the Coronation
of Miss Omega Psi Phi, Sunday, October 12, at 6
p.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
Th° Attorney General's Advisory Council will meet
on Wednesday, Oct. 8, at 8:15 p.m. in Room 212 of
the Memorial Union. Prosecuting Attorneys will
meet at 8:45. Please be present and on time.
The Attorney General would like for Student
Judiciary Council and Residence Hall Council
members who have not submitted their names and
addresses to his office to please do so by Tues., Oct.
14, in Room 216, Memorial Uniom
All Multipurpose Assistants to the Attorney
General, please report on Wednesday, Oct. 8, at 8:45.
A History Club meeting will be held Friday,
October 10, at 12 noon in Gibbs Hall, Room 329.
Sunday School will be held every Sunday at 9:45
-10:45 in the basement of Harrison. Immediatedly
following will be Worship Services. Everyone is
invited to attend. (Services are not held on the fifth
Sunday).
Bible Study is held every Monday night (except the
first Monday night) in the basement of Cooper Hall
at 8:00. Everyone is invited to attend.
Prayer Services are held every Wednesday night at
7:30 in the basement of Harrison Aud. Everyone is
invited to attend.
A Weight Control Program will be conducted by
Dr. Robert L Wilson, Clinical Psychologist, beginning
Wednesday, October 15, 1980. All intere .ted persons
are requested to contact Counseling Services, Room
103 Murphy Hall or telephone 379-7727.

-

Smith, a member of A&T's
Board of Trustees.
This award is given based on
and
need
academic
achievement which will be
used to assist Ms. Lynch in
completing her bachelor of
science degree in nursing
Lynch is the daughther of
the late Eddie Lynch and
Nancy R. Lynch of Enfield.
She attended Eastman High,
along with two brothers and
one sister
Throughout her study at
Eastman High, she was an

active member of the National

She said,"It is a worthwhile
and fulling challenging career
for me."
While attending A&T State
University, she has maintained
a 3.30 grade-point average and
is a member of the Alpha Chi
Honor

award given by the Women's
Auxiliary of the Greensboro
Medical Society for the most
promising

junior

nursing

student

Society

Lynch chose nursing as a
career because it is people-

oriented

and

she enjoys

helping people.

After graduation, Lynch
to attend graduate
school with speciality in
physical therapy or obstetrics
plans

1980
the
During
commencement, she received
the Florence Nightingale

Nancy

Lynch

The International Students' Association has
released its calender of activities for the fall
semester
October 14 - Miss International Students Coronation,
7 p.m. in the Memorial Student Union Ballroom.
October 25 Annual Mountain Trip and Picnic
Welcoming Party in honor of new
October 31
students, 7 p.m., in the Memorial Union Ballroom.
November 7 International Coffee Hour. An event
featuring discussions on current international issues
by invited speakers and students. This first discussion
will be held between 12:00 and 1 p.m., venue to be
announced, and will be on "The Current Crises in the
Middle East."

-

-

sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss;

yourself
creating the
irst spacecraft
probe Jupiter.

imagine

J,'

M

You can do it at Hughes Space &
Communications Group. We built the first
soft landing lunar vehicle, the first
spacecraft to probe Venus, and 14satellites

for the Space Shuttle.

v|| We offer one of the finest continuing
;<1 education programs in the country and a
world of other benefits
JI ft

ifjmagine yourself
at Hughes.

We'll be on campus
October 7
<5ee your placement office for an appointment

At Hughes,
your future is limited
only by your imagination.
i—■
i

i HUGHES i
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

SPACE & COMMUNICATIONS GROUP
■

Aircraft &

Proof ot I S. Citizenship Required
Equa! Opportunity Employer
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The

Deadline
For

Submitting
Homecoming

at 5 p. m.!

Hall Of Fame
Inducts,
October 17th
Three professional football
players are among the 10
former North Carolina A&T
State University athletes who
have been selected for
induction in the university's
Sports Hall of Fame on
October 17.
Defensive tackle, Elvin
Bethea of the Houston Oilers,
Mel Phillips, currently an
assistant coach with the
Detroit Lions, and Tommy
Day, will be inducted at a
banquet in Greensboro on
Friday, Oct. 17.
The other inductees will be
Allen Lynch, a football star
from 1935-38, former
basketball players, Joe Howell
of Philadelphia and Joe
Cotton of Weldon, N.C;
John W. Dellard, a football
star in the 1930s, Harold
Bruce Green, an Aggie
baseball star from 1947-50 and
Curl Giffin, Concord, N.C, a
football player in 1933-34.
Bethea, a native of Trenton,
N.J., has played with the
Oilers for 13 years and has
earned All-Pro honors eight
years. While at A&T, he was
an All-American lineman in
football and an NAIA AilAmerican in track.
of
native
a
Day,
pro
played
Washington, D.C,
ball" for 12 years with the
Buffalo Bills and one year
with the St. Louis Cardinals.
He was an All-CIAA lineman
for the Aggies in 1956. He
earned All-Pro honors in the

Graduates:

Seeing
The future

isn't so far away...
At Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory,

we can see the future.
Not through crystal
balls, but through the

programs we are

working on every day.

we continue to be the
innovators in areas of laser
and magnetic fusion, in
defense, physics, biomedical and environmental
research. Much of our
work is devoted to the
development of pollutionfree energy.
There's a certain excitement at LLNL that comes
from the revolutionary
in-roads which are being
developed as a result of
our R&D ingenuity.

Believing.
it's happening at Lawrence

Liver-more National Laboratory...
we re looking for people with creative

minds. People who can take the initiative,
who can assume responsibility on
several projects, and who don't want to
perform the same job year after year,
we encourage our people to expand and
explore their own interests. You can
literally shape your own career! Our work
environment is informal, enjoyable, and
most conducive to exceptional advances
and progress.

if you're graduating with a basic or
advanced degree in the physical
sciences, engineering, math or a
computational discipline, we
would like to meet with you. Our
representatives will be on campus.
Ask your Placement Office for details,
or contact us for more information by
forwarding your resume to:
Employment Division, LAWRENCE
LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY,
P.O. BOX 808, Dept. JCR,
ore, CA 94550.

As for our technology,
it goes beyond state-ofthe-art. we house one of
the largest computer
complexes in the world,
and our research facilities

are

zenship Required,
n Equal Opportunity
Employer, M/F/H/v.

unparalleled.

Above all, you'll find the
to be gained
at LLNL will prove
invaluable in tomorrow's
world of technology.

experience

...where innovation is based on your creativity.

On Campus:

wed. Oct. 15th

University ofCalifornia

Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

� ��****���******
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URESTLIi.'G SCHEDULE

S.C. Bulldogs Whips Alcorn
By Raymond Moody
It was supposed to be a

quarterback Prince Phillips
finished the day with 218 yards
passing on 11 completions in
20 attempts.
The game looked as though
it would be tight until the final
gun as neither S.C. State or
Alcorn could manage scores in
the first quarter.
Alcorn had its chance to
score in the first quarter after
running back Gregory Jones
ran 85 yards to the Bulldogs'
one. But Alcorn was to be
denied as S.C. State's Tom
Tutson recovered a Brave
fumble on the two yard line.
After Tutson's recovery,

battle between the SWAC's
number one team and the
MEAC's number one team. It
was publicized as being one of
the best black college games in
the nation.
But the game
materialized.
S.C. State
never
last
season's
lost to
avenged
Alcorn St. by whipping the
Braves 33-0 in Orangeburg in
a regionally televised game.
The win gave S.C. State a
5-0 record, while Alcorn
suffered its first loss after
posting two big wins,
including a 29-27 victory over
Grambling University in was all S.C. State
Louisiana
Prince Phillips drove S.C.
Leading the Bulldog assault State downfield on pass
was Anthony Reed, a hard completions to Anthony Reed
running fullback, who ran for for 23 yards and to Marion
67 yards and scored two Brown for 35 yards. A passtouchdowns.
interference penalty gave the
S.C.
State's
senior Bulldogs first-and-goal at

5

11-15, 1930

Winston Salem

1980

Alcorn fumbled two plays
later and S.C. State's A1I-

5-6, 1980
12,
13,

It,

.

Home

Regular
C.

State, Campbell, Winston-Salem

Catawba

Salisbury,

Tourney

1930

Quadrangular

1980
1931

Quadrangular

& Howard

-

Barber

Triangular-Pfelffer

Scotia

4 Davidson

NC

Home

Davidson, NC
Home

Marshall University, Livingstone,
Howard & Barber Scotia

Williams with a pass to the one
yard line, and Chris Ragland
scored on the next play.

-

16-17,1931

Liberty Baptist

23-21,1931

S. C. State Quadrangular
Campbell, Clemson, & Furman

Orangeburg,

30-31, 1981

Campbell College Quadrangular
University of Richmond

Bules Creek, NC

6-7, 1931

Pembroke State- Tourney

Pembroke, NC

a

Feb. 20-21,

Lynchburg, VA

tourney

1931 Citadel
A.

& T.

1981 MEAC Conference
Howard s

Florida
A. & T.

Feb. 26-27-23,1931

SC

Charleston, SC

Quadrangular
Campbell, S. C. State

&

Tourney

Fome

Delaware, South Carolina,
A. & M. & Bethune Cookman,

HCAA Eastern Regional

�������������**�

i

|

of the \

B. .S. Degree

-/inston-Salem

Tourney

T. S. U. Invitational

It

Home

State, Pembroke State, Livingstone,
Citadel, Hampton, Norfolk, Elizabeth
City state.

Bulldogs possession on
Alcorn's 35 yard line. Phillips
then hit tight-end Ben

The Freshman's Bible

II.C.A.
S.

MEAC linebacker Angelo
King recovered to give the

I For /os?... ins/*ee*p...
search
|

Invitational Takedown Tournament
S. C. State, Norfolk State,
Marshall, Campbell, Winston Salem
State, Liberty Baptist, Hampton,
3arber Scotia & Catawba

Alcorn's one. Reed scored on
an off tackle play to begin the
Bulldog massacre.

reserve senior quarterback Ben
Mungin, who scored on a
17-yard run.

- 3l

3, 1930

21,

S.C. State's field goal kicker
Alex Gardner kicked field
goals of 41 and 32 yards and
was also successful on three of
four extra-point kicks. Also
scoring for the Bulldogs was

1930

j

Black College Scores
A&T 45 J.C. Smith 13
Eliz. City 20 Hampton 16
NCCU 7 Fayetteville 0
S.C. State 33 Alcorn St. 0
SE Louisiana 17 Jackson St 16
Tennessee St 35 Long Beach St 18
Virginia Union 28 St. Paul's 0
Virginia State 41 Livingstone 0
WSSU 17 Norfolk State 13
Southern U. 14 Miss. Valley 12
Bethune-Cookman 37 Delaware St 20
Grambling 68 Prairie View 0
Tuskegee 20 Albany St. 14
Texas Southern 33 Texas A&I 14
Florida A&M 42 Howard 25

and Nash's
Football Poll
Moody

Black

College

1. S.C. State 5-0
2. Tennessee St. 3-0
3. Grambling 3-1
4. Alcorn St. 2-1
5. Eliz. City St. 4-0-1
6. Virginia Union 3-1
7. N.C. A&T 3-1
8. Jackson St. 3-2
9. Florida A&M 2-2
10. NCCU 4-1

Aggies!
Aggies!
Aggies!
\ Available in the A&T Bookstore 5
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SPORTS
NOTEBOOK
By Raymond Moody

N.C. A&T enters the fifth week of the 1980 college
football season with a 3-1 record. This is the best
start of an Aggie coached Jim McKinley team.
Last Saturday, A&T continued its excellent play.
The Aggies shocked a pretty good Johnson C. Smith
team 45-13 in a game played in Charlotte's
Memorial Stadium.
It was a classy performance by the Aggies, who
are still seeking their first MEAC championship
under Coach McKinley. The offense played
extremely well Saturday night
A&T displayed a balanced attack, while scoring
35 points before halftime. Everyone got into the act
against the Golden Bulls.
Tailback Danny Thomas didn't score Saturday,
but he did rush for 98 yards. A&T's touchdowns
came on a William Watson pass to Billy Mims, a
Cleotis Johnson thrown half-back pass to Perry
Foggie. A&T's next two scores came on runs by
William Watson and Charlie Sutton that went for 6
and 80 yards,respectively. Then Watson passed to
Frank Carr for another score and the Aggies' last
touchdown came on a Roland Meyers' 2-yard run.
How's that for balance in a team's offense?
Let's not forget the Aggie offensive wall, which
consists of tackles Corey Junkins, Maurice Bryant,
guards Mike West, Clifton Britt and center Donald
Spicely. Also performing well in reserve was tackle
Thomas Boone.
A&T's offensive linemen deserve much credit
because they're often not publicized for their
consistent play. It's usually the backs and receivers
who are given the majority of the recognition, but,
these guys couldn't score without the men in the
trenches.
A&T's defense did a good job Saturday. But there
were some holes in the secondary.
Although the Golden Bull quarterback could
manage to complete only 10 out of 32 passes, those
ten pass receptions averaged 18 yards. Last week
against Bethune-Cookman, the Wildcat quarterback
completed twelve passes for 202 yards for an
average of 16 yards. The Aggies have some work to
do in the secondary before they meet the likes of
Morgan State, Florida A&M and Tennessee State.
A&T's fullback Charlie Sutton duplicated an
80-yard touchdown run against WSSU against JCSU
Saturday. Sutton streaked past the line into the
Golden Bull secondary and continued to outrun the
Golden Bull's defensive backs. Sutton looked a little
like Earl Campbell on that play. Instead of tiring,
like most backs do when they near the goal line,
Sutton showed great stamina by keeping his same
blazing speed until he crossed the goal line. It was a

ine Aj ;gies siiowcu me arrcsuiuciiess ui
Goldei Bulls. (Photo by Woody)

meir running

attack Saturday against J.C. Smith's

Aggies Demolish Bulls, 45 13

made up for his absence by was playing in before his
By Wade Nash
The Aggies seem to have rushing for 98 yards on 19
hometown for the last time,
Displaying an carries
arrived!
awesome running attack, and
The Aggies used five with an 18- yard touchdown
a vicious defense, the Aggies different running backs in the pass.
demolished the smaller Golden contest.
With the Aggie
McKinley chose not to run
Bulls from J.C. Smith in offensive line opening holes the score up by going to his
Charlotte's Memorial Stadium large enough to drive a jeep bench early in the secord half.
45-13.
through, the Aggie backs were The Aggie defense, led by
The Aggies looked like an constantly in the Golden Bull
NCAA-IAA power house to secondary to gain 308 yards tackle John Ogburn, kept the
be reckoned with Saturday rushing. To make things even Golden Bulls from gaining any
night. Their offensive and tougher on the Golden Bulls ,
type of momentum by shutting
defensive lines dominated the the Aggies' longest TD pass
down their running attack and
Golden Bulls from start to was a 57 yarder thrown by
finish. The. only reason the Tailback Cleotis Johnson to punishing the Golden Bull
quarterbacks when they tried
score was as 'close' as it was • • Perry Foggie.
because Coach McKinley
J.C. Smith finally scored to pass
chose to go with reserves in the after trailing 21-0 on a 2-yard
The Aggies scored their only
second half.
run from Mark Saunders. The TD in the second half after the
McKinley was so confident scord was set up by a 75-vard
Golden Bulls fumbled on their
that he gambled early in the pass from Quarterback Cal
own 10. Roland Myers scored
first quarter with only a 7-0 Gill to Ron Green.
lead by going for a fourth and
The touchdown only made four plays later which finished
one on their own twenty-nine it rougher in the Golden Bull s the scoring for the Aggies.
Freshman kicker Aaron
yard line. Charlie Sutton got with the Aggies score two
Herring contributed extra
the f' r:t down and for all more TDs before the half.
;. dCtical purposes exposed the Watson hit Frank Carr, who points and a 27 yard field goal.
weak J.C. Smith team.
William Watson, starting
for only the second time this
season, led the Aggies to score
on five of their six first half
possessions and turned in
outstanding
another
Watson
performance.
WE OFFER
CURRENT
super run.
completed 6 of 7 passes for 77
■starting salary up to $17,300 in- OPPORTUNITIES
creases up to $29,000 in 4 years
Saturday, A&T will be going against SWAC yards for two touchdowns.
■ NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
yards
He
also
ran
six
for
■30 days paid vacation annually
Mississippi.
State
in
contender Mississippi Valley
■ BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
another score.
■fully financed graduate programs
After Watson's outstanding
■ AVIATION
■superior family health plan
LAW* NURSING �
first half display, McKinley
■ more responsibility and leadership
■ MEDICAL SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS
went with Roland Myers, who
opportunities
■ PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
didn't make it any easier for
■world wide travel and adventure
■CIVIL ENGINEERING
the outmanned Bulls.
■ prestige and personal growth poter
■ SHIPBOARD OPERATIONS
tial
Charlie Sutton rushed for
MOST LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS ARE ELIGIBLE
110 yards on 10 carries. His
THE NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM will be on
longest was an 80 yard run
when he simply outran the
campus: October 7 & 8 at the Student Union. If you are
entire Golden Bull secondary.
interested in arranging and appointment or taking the
Starting tailback Wayman
Navy Officer Aptitude Test call Lt. Don Sutton
Pitts missed the contest but
1-800-662-7568 toll free
Danny Thomas more than

Black Greek

Whiz Kid

EXCEPTIONAL
MANAGEMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

*
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Fashaw Leads Florida A&M To MEAC Victory
Florida A&M 42, Howard
Greg Fashaw scored twice to
help Florida A&M hold off a
second-half rally by Howard
for an MEAC football victory

in

Jacksonville.

The Rattlers built a fourtouchdown rally in the first
half, but Howard closed the
gap to 28-17 before Fashaw
put the contest out of reach.
The victory improved
FAMU to 2-2 overall and l-O
in the MEAC, while Howard
fell to 1-2-1 and O-2-l in the
conference
The Rattlers'got first-half
touchdowns on a 9-yard run
by Archie Jones, a 4-yard
interception return by Robert
Linton, a 4-yard run by
Nathaniel Koonce and a

,

But the Hornets, 1-4,
Marshall scored on runs of 2 bounced back with three
Quarterback Raymond
3-yard jaunt by Frank
Gray passed 45 yards to and 7 yards and tackle Booker
straight touchdowns: James
Middleton.
for Howard's last Reese dropped Delaware State
Artisst
quarterback
Howard
Niblack blocked two punts to
Then
quarterback Rod Lester in his
touchdown
to
yards
33
passed
Ron Wilson
set up touchdowns, rambling
Bethune-Cookman 37,
own end zone for a safety to
Robert Artisst for a
St.
20
yards on the second block
Delaware
give the 2-1-1 Wildcats, a 16-0 34
touchdown and bulled over
scored
Marshall
to
Harold
make the touchdown
halftime lead.
from the 1-yard line for
Stacey
and
himself.
touchdowns
two
another 6 points. Howard
The margin ballooned to 24-0
had two long kick off
Niblack's first blocked punt
Ward added a 38-yard field Charles
to
when
Bethune safety Gordon
Daytona Beach
in
returns
gave
the Hornets the ball on
goalSunken intercepted a Lester
rally
8. Greg Lee
the
the
Bethune
quieted
Fashaw
help Bethune-Cookman hold
with a 19-yard run, then added off Delaware State for a pass and returned it for a caught a 4-yard pass from
another touchdown to lift the college football victory over touchdown with 5:18 left in Sammy Warren two plays later
for the touchdown.
Rattlers to 42-17 with 9:48 the Hornets.
the third quarter.
left.

Phillips Spends
14 Years In
Pro Football
(Continued From Page 9)
American Football League
Phillips spent 14 years in
pro,ball, mostly with the San
Francisco 49ers. He was an
All-CIAA performer at A&T
in 1964-65. He was a Shelby,
N.C. native.
Cotton and Howell both
starred on A&T basketball
teams coached by Cal Irvin in
the late 1950s. Their 1958-59
first
was
the
team
predominantly Black team to
play in the NCAA post-season
tournament.
Howell, a native of
Philadelphia, still holds five
basketball records at A&T.
He earned All-CIAA honors
two years. Cotton is a native
of Garysburg, N.C. He was
named to the All-NCAA
Tournament team in 1959 and
the All-CIAA team one year,
and was a four-year starter.
Green, a school principal in
Louisburg, N.C, starred in
baseball from 1947-50.
Dillard, a retired school
principal in Madison, N.C,
was born in Greensboro. He
was an Aggie football star
from 1931-1935. Griffin, a
and
principal
retired
corporation official, lives in
Concord, N.C. He starred in
football for A&T in 1933-34.
He was born in Chatham, Va.
Lynch, an All-CIAA
halfback in 1938, is a native of
New Jersey. He also played
on the 1937 A&T basketball
team which won the
university's first CIAA
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interviews I definitelyknew what I was looking for when I saw it.
I had to have breathing room. A place
that would turn me loose and let me work on
different kinds of projects. On the other
hand, I had to know I'd be able to turn to
other people for advice and backup. And
definitely wanted a steady growth situation.
See your Placement Office to set up an
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away I'd found it all.
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Still, MITRE handles every assignment
as if it were the only one. Because they have
to come up with the right solution every time.
That's their product.
The best of MITRE to me isthat they'll
let me move from project to project if I want,
or get deeply involved in a longer-range one
There's always something waiting for me.
MITRE is an equal opportunity
I'm glad it took 15 interviews to get to
employer actively seeking applications under
them,
chose
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know exactly what I'm talking about.
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